EDUCATORS NOTE: During the time the Catalog was in production and sent to be finalized for publication, several of the programs in each of the Fields of Interest listing were still out for Department of Education approval. Since the completion of final edits, 30 programs received Department of Education approval and the “N” has been removed from this listing.

If a program continues to have an “N” after the Major Code, and the range of credits is 15 or less, it is not eligible for Title IV Federal Financial Aid.

SMCC PROGRAMS CATEGORIZED BY FIELDS OF INTEREST

PROGRAM DISCLOSURES
Any program with an “N” after the Major Code (in parenthesis) is currently NOT eligible for Title IV Federal Financial Aid.

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

In the Applied Technology Field of Interest (FOI) programs you will learn how to design high-tech equipment and processes while getting hands-on, on-the-job experience. South Mountain Community College offers programs in the construction fields of carpentry, electrical and plumbing. Classes are scheduled to accommodate both full-time and working students and align to industry standards.

AAS in Construction Technology (3193)
CCL in Construction Trades: Carpentry (5108)
CCL in Construction Trades: Carpentry, Commercial and Residential (5118)
CCL in Construction Trades: Electrical (5112)
CCL in Construction Trades: Electrical, Commercial and Residential (5120)
CCL in Construction Trades: Plumbing (5116)
CCL in Construction Trades: Plumbing, Commercial and Residential (5122)

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE AND HUMAN SERVICES

If you are motivated to help people, serve your community, and improve the lives of those in need with a rewarding career in healthcare, counseling and more, consider the Behavioral Science and Human Services Field of Interest (FOI). Professionals in this field typically work with community members to identify problems and create and implement solutions.

CCL in Administration of Justice (5007N)
AAS in Administration of Justice Studies (3181)
CCL in Corrections (5776N)
CCL in Crime Scene Investigation (5962)
CCL in Fingerprint Identification and Photography (5010N)
AAS in Forensic Science (3183)

CCL in Homeland Security (5322N)
CCL in Law Enforcement (5987N)
CCL in Legal Studies (5966N)
CCL in Victimology (5392N)

AAS in Behavioral Sciences (3067)
CCL in Basic Behavioral Health Sciences (5522)

CCL in Advanced Behavioral Health Sciences (5521)
BUSINESS, ENTREPRENEURIALISM, AND MANAGEMENT

The Business, Entrepreneurialism, and Management Field of Interest pathway was designed to give you the skills you need to be an economic and social leader at every level of your career. Programs and majors in this pathway lead to careers in accounting, management, social media marketing, owning and operating a small business, and Real Estate.

AAS in Accounting (3149)
CCL in Accounting (5665)
CCL in Administrative Professional (5677)
AAS in Administrative Professional (3680)
AAS in Business Management (3054)

CCL in General Business (5683)
CCL in Entrepreneurial Studies: Level I (5819N)
CCL in Entrepreneurial Studies: Level II (5829)
CCL in Human Resources Management (5580)
CCL in Management (5729)

AAS in Management (3070)
CCL in Marketing (5094)
CCL in Organizational Leadership (5731)
AAS in Organizational Management (3727)
CCL in Retail Management (5286)

AAS in Retail Management (3048)
CCL in Small Business Management: Level I (5153N)
CCL in Small Business Management: Level II (5978)
CCL in Social Media Marketing (5830)

CCL in Real Estate: Prelicense (5139N)

COMPUTER AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

As technology evolves and data management systems become increasingly complex, the demand for highly skilled technology professionals continues to grow. In the Computer and Information Technology Field of Interest, you will gain knowledge and real-world experience you need to excel in gaming, programming, tech support, web design, and more.

AAS in Information Technologies (3196)
CCL in Adobe Foundations: Animation and Graphics Production (5167N)
CCL in Adobe Foundations: Audio and Video Production (5166N)

CCL in Amazon Web Services Practitioner (5141N)
CCL in Android App Development (5834N)
AAS in Network and Systems Administration (3189)

CCL in CISCO Certified Network Professional: Enterprise Core (5189N)
CCL in CISCO Certified Network Professional: Enterprise (5190)
CCL in CISCO Certified Network Professional: Enterprise Advanced Routing and Services (5187N)
CCL in CISCO Network Administration and Security (5036)
CCL in Computer System Configuration and Support (5038N)

CCL in Computer System Configuration and Support: Linux (5039N)
CCL in Cloud Computing (5141N)
CCL in Computer System Configuration and Support: Security (5040N)
CCL in Cross-Platform App Development (5067)

CCL in Cyber Engineering (5149)
AAS in Cybersecurity (3197)
CCL in Cyber Operations (5165)

CCL in Cybersecurity Fundamentals (5154)
AAS in Network and Systems Administration (3189)
CCL in Desktop Support (5043)

CCL in iOS App Development (5914N)
CCL in Linux Associate (5046N)
CCL in Linux System Administration (5052N)
CCL in Microsoft Desktop Associate (5030N)
CCL in Microsoft Office Professional (5132)
CCL in Microsoft Office Specialist (5137)
CCL in Mobile App Development (5193)

CCL in Native Mobile App Development (5063)
CCL in Red Hat Linux Administration (5049N)
CCL in Red Hat Linux Engineer (5050N)
CCL in Foundations of Mobile App Development (5793)
CCL in CISCO Network Administration: CCNA (5969N)
CCL in Programming (5047)

CCL in Web App Development (5835N)
AAS in Web Design/Development (3185)
CCL in Web Development (5988)
CCL in Web Foundations (5984)

CCL in Windows App Development (5833N)

CULTURE AND SOCIETY

Programs in the Culture and Society Field of Interest will tackle complex global issues in a wide range of fulfilling career fields, from communication and sociology to history, economics, and beyond.

AC in Applied Storytelling (6253N)
AC in Foundations of Storytelling (6252N)

AC in Traditional and Fact-Based Storytelling (6254N)
EDUCATION

If you love learning and want to help students reach their potential, start your career as a teacher, instructional designer, administrator, and more.

AAS in Early Childhood Education (3186)
CCL in Early Childhood Education (5056)
CCL in Foundations of Early Childhood Education (5054)

HEALTH SCIENCES

If you want to help people live better, safer, healthier lives, consider the Health Sciences Field of Interest (FOI). Our Health Sciences degrees and certificates are designed to give you comprehensive training for health-related work in the hospital, healthcare, or exercise and fitness settings. In addition to preparing you for employment, the Health Sciences FOI also fully prepares you to transfer to a four-year program. SMCC gives you the flexibility you need to pursue your goals.

AAS in Exercise Science: Health, Fitness and Sports Performance (3059)
CCL in Personal Trainer (5421)

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, AND MATHEMATICS

If you want to creatively solve problems and explore new frontiers with a challenging STEM career, the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Field of Interest might be right for you. Many of the skills you'll acquire in your STEM coursework can be applied to a variety of fields, like computer science, healthcare, and even sports medicine.

AAS in Engineering Technology (3187)
CCL in Food Science and Technology I (5972)
CCL in Food Science and Technology II (5974)
AC in Sustainability (6240N)

AC in Sustainability and Ecological Literacy (6232N)

VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS

Unleash your creativity while honing your craft as you pursue a career in visual art, design, dance, music, or theatre. The Visual and Performing Arts Field of Interest may be the right choice for you. Students will develop cultural awareness and the communication, creative, and critical thinking skills necessary for success in a variety of fields.
ADDENDUM TO THE 2020-2021 CATALOG: Part 2

The following program was inadvertently left out of the catalog:

AC in Traditional and Fact-Based Storytelling (6254N)

**Description:** The Academic Certificate (AC) in Traditional and Fact-Based Storytelling is designed to provide students with an understanding of universal themes and basic practices, which are the foundation for storytelling. The program provides interactive storytelling training, which will enhance the skills of persons in areas such as education, the performing arts, community advocacy, workforce and business entrepreneurship, mental health, the ministry, and interpretive settings such as museums and parks. This program will also aid students interested in enhancing interpersonal relations skills and in using stories in family and community settings.

**Program Notes:**

*This program is not eligible for Title IV Federal Financial Aid.*

Students must earn a grade of C or better in all courses within the program.

*This program replaces: AC/6217N Interdisciplinary Storytelling*

**Program Prerequisites:** None

**Required Courses:** Credits 6

- HIS/STO279 Creating and Telling Fact-Based Historical Stories 3
- STO295 Traditional Storytelling Around the World 3
ADDENDUM TO THE 2020-2021 CATALOG: Part 3

The following information has been releases SINCE the catalog was posted to the SMCC Website:

Changes to the AAFA
Due to compliance and reporting requirements, the District is required to make changes pertaining to the naming of the Associate in Arts, Fine Arts degree and associated disciplines (Art, Theatre, Dance, Music, and Musical Theatre) for the remainder of the 2020-2021 academic year. Further changes may become effective in Fall 2021 for these pathways, pending approval of the respective Instructional Councils for these areas.

Revised degree policies reflecting these updates will be forthcoming ASAP to be used for catalog addendums.

AZTransfer, ASU, NAU, and UAZ will be notified of these changes and asked to make them on Maricopa web resources, including MAPPMypath2ASU.

Context for the Change
The AAFA-Art, AAFA-Dance, and AAFA-Theatre were established in 2005 as independent awards. Music and Musical Theatre pathway maps were developed over the past 2-3 years as part of the Guided Pathways mapping process, with the intention of being offered as emphases on the AAFA. We have learned that this cannot occur until Fall 2021. Therefore, the necessary changes are listed below:

For the remainder of AY20-21, CCTA will work to revert all Fine Arts Pathways (Art, Dance, Music, Musical Theatre, Theatre) on the CCTA website to be what should have been originally approved:

• #1 Change names in ACRES (curriculum program and course bank) for AY20-21 for the following:
  o Associate in Arts, Fine Arts, Emphasis in Music
  o Associate in Arts, Fine Arts, Emphasis in Musical Theatre

• #2 Recategorize in program listings, search functions, etc. FROM Associate in Arts, Fine Arts TO Associate in Arts for AY20-21 for the following:
  o Associate in Arts, Emphasis in Music
  o Associate in Arts, Emphasis in Musical Theatre

• #3 Change the names in ACRES for AY20-21 for the following:
  o FROM Associate in Arts, Fine Arts, Emphasis in Dance TO Associate in Arts, Fine Arts (AAFA) - Art
  o FROM Associate in Arts, Fine Arts, Emphasis in Dance TO Associate in Arts, Fine Arts (AAFA) - Dance
  o FROM Associate in Arts, Fine Arts, Emphasis in Dance TO Associate in Arts, Fine Arts (AAFA) - Theatre
As a reminder, students can only earn one of any degree type. The Associate in Arts and the Associate in Arts, Fine Arts are different degree types. Details on which degree combinations students can and cannot earn are on the [Guided Pathways FAQs](#).

GCC’s curriculum team will submit and process the following changes to take effect in Fall 2021, pending approval of recommendation by the Art, Dance, Music, and Theatre Instructional Council:

- Like the AA and AS, a general (unspecified) emphasis will be established for the Associate in Arts, Fine Arts degree to serve as a framework for this degree. This general emphasis will be assigned its own major code.
- New major codes will be established for Art, Dance, Theatre, Music, and Musical Theater pathways. All disciplines will be emphases within the Associate in Arts, Fine Arts degree. Pathways will be named as follows:
  - Associate in Arts, Fine Arts, Emphasis in Art
  - Associate in Arts, Fine Arts, Emphasis in Dance
  - Associate in Arts, Fine Arts, Emphasis in Theatre
  - Associate in Arts, Fine Arts, Emphasis in Music
  - Associate in Arts, Fine Arts, Emphasis in Musical Theatre.